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we are Rug Busters.

our mission.

A massive opportunity
to change the crypto
world
Some of us got in early in Safemoon or other very
successful DeFi tokens. We wished we got in even earlier
than we did so we’re always on the lookout for new
tokens freshly created. We listen to the team, hear their
dreams, believe in their 100x target goals and we invest.
Disappointments after disappointments, we open our
eyes and realize 90% of the hyped projects are scams,
liquidity rug pulls, marketing fund rug pulls, taking our
hard earned BNB.
We asked ourselves why we threw our brains in the
trashcan every time there was a “new Safemoon” and
understood that many did the same, acknowledging the
many others that invested signiﬁcant amounts in these
scams.
Rug Busters aspires to bring a revolution into the crypto
world. We ﬁght together with our community to
prevent scams and money loss. We can't save you from
everything, but we can make your journey in the
cryptospace a whole lot safer.
Rug Busters is also a trusted launchpad, collaborating
with vetted teams and audited tokens. Providing a
seamless and trusted crypto investing environment,
delivering tokenized benefits to our RUGBUST holders.
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our mission.

There is a
power in
u n i t y. We
aspire to
provide a safe
space for your
investments.

our vision.

A safe, fair and
beneﬁcial crypto
space where rug
pullers fail and
gems are shining
Crypto dreams mean that you can see an unbelievable
gain in a short period of time. 10x has become a normal
outcome for our investments, now we want more, 100x
and even 1000x. We all hunt down these higher and
higher gains. A few hundred years ago there was a goldfever. Today there is something we could call cryptofever, one of the biggest hypes in history. Trilions of
dollars entering the crypto markets as we speak. But,
with such an enormous amount of money come
opportunists with bad intentions.
We have analyzed tens of coins and tokens in the last
few weeks. We have revealed many shady and
downright fraudulent practices. Thieves, scammers and
other kinds of scumbags become smarter day by day.
But we will be there to un-mask them.
Rug Busters will build a safe ecosystem, overseeing all
the steps from vetting the team and auditing the token
to launching the project and marketing afterwards. We
seek to incubate the most trustworthy and high-quality
coins and tokens.
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RugBusters ecosystem.

1. Ruggy_Bot
Ruggy is our Proprietary Bot which scans token contracts for
possible frauds, providing in-depth analysis of supply, burned
amount, deposited LP, how much of the LP is locked and much
more.
As scammers come up with new Rug Pulls, like the honey pot
scam where you can only buy and NOT sell, Ruggy gets updated
to unveil these criminal actions.
Community members can report scams to our website, where
they will be added to our Scam List.
The goal is to build the most comprehensive database of tokens
and rank them from safe to scam.

2. Launchpad
Rug Buster Launchpad is safe and trusted. Collaborating
only with vetted teams and audited tokens, supporting not
only the pre-sale but also the listing and the marketing
needed to make the projects a success when they are freely
traded.
$RUGBUST holders profit because they:
- Know Rug Buster Launchpad projects are a safe
investment
- Get Airdrops from projects
- Get Guaranteed Pre-sale access
- Can be eligible for discounts on certain projects
Rug Busters can't Save you from Everything, but we can
make your journey in the cryptospace a whole lot safer and
more profitable.
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3. Academy
Rug Buster will open an Academy to educate the community, provide them with useful tips and resources:
- The basics of token contracts
- How do scammers execute Rug Pulls, what to look for
- How to interpret Ruggy Audits
- Videos
- AMAs
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Rug Busters Ranks.

Private Hold
50 $RUGBUST

Corporal Hold
500 $RUGBUST

Sergeant Hold
2000 $RUGBUST

Major Hold
10000 $RUGBUST
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beneﬁts of holding.

Private
50 $RUGBUST
Access to Ruggy_Bot V2.0 and higher

Corporal
500 $RUGBUST
Access to Ruggy_Bot V2.0 and higher
Notification of all Pre-Sale projects
Airdrop of new coins
Guaranteed Private Sale Access before the public
pre-sale starts, once every 2 weeks

Sergeant
2000 $RUGBUST
Access to Ruggy_Bot V2.0 and higher
Notification of all Pre-Sale projects
Airdrop of new coins
Guaranteed Private Sale Access before the public
pre-sale starts, once every week

Major - Diamond Whale Club
10000 $RUGBUST
Access to Ruggy_Bot V2.0 and higher
Notification of all Pre-Sale projects
Airdrop of new coins
Guaranteed Private Sale Access before the public
pre-sale starts, on ALL projects
Discount on public pre-sale price where possible

*Airdrop benefits are proportional to the amount of $RUGBUST held
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Rug Busters tokenomics.

Distribution
$RUGBUST was listed on Pancakeswap shortly after its
presale for public trading.
There is no burning and no redistribution.

Total Supply: 4 857 630 RUGBUST
Pre-sale Price: 5 000 RUGBUST per 1 BNB
Initial Price: 4 000 RUGBUST per 1 BNB
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we are Rug Busters.

Crypto Monkey
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Moonfaced Bull

